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We report on an experimental investigation of stimulated Brillouin scattering pumped with a Bessel beam.
Owing to the extended interaction length along the diffraction-free propagation, higher-order Stokes compo-
nents are generated in a bulk Brillouin-active medium with odd and even orders propagating in opposite
directions. The spatial, spectral, and temporal properties of the interacting waves are discussed. © 2001
Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 290.5830, 190.4420, 190.5940.Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) f irst attracted
the attention of the laser-physics community because
of its phase-conjugation properties, an effect widely
used for wave-front correction in powerful amplif ier
systems. In the 1970’s SBS was studied in opti-
cal f ibers, in which long interaction lengths can be
achieved, significantly lowering the SBS threshold.
Effects such as higher-order Stokes and anti-Stokes
generation,1 four-wave mixing, and self-phase modu-
lation were investigated2; the concepts of a Brillouin
fiber laser and Brillouin mode locking were also
introduced.3 In the 1980’s the f irst experimental ob-
servation of pulse compression by SBS was published,4
which triggered great interest with the prospect of
achieving high peak intensities with nearly 100%
conversion efficiency. During the two decades that
followed, pulse energies of more than 1 J were com-
pressed,5 subphonon-lifetime pulses were achieved,6
and compression ratios greater than 20 were realized
by use of Gaussian beams.
In 1987 the concept of diffraction-free beams was in-
troduced by Durnin and co-workers.7,8 They pointed
out that the Helmholtz equation, apart from its
trivial plane-wave solution, possesses a whole class of
diffraction-free solutions, the simplest being a
monochromatic wave propagating along the z axis
with amplitude
Fr, u, z;k  expibzJ0ar , (1)
where r2  x2 1 y2, a2 1 b2  k2, and J0 is the
zero-order Bessel function. This wave has a central
maximum with half-width a21 surrounded by con-
centric ring-shaped maxima with amplitudes decaying
as r212. The total energy of such a beam is infinite,
since each lobe carries approximately the same energy
as the preceding one.9 This fact makes it practically
impossible to generate a nondiffracting beam for an
infinite propagation distance.
If the Bessel beam is modulated by a Gaussian
function exp2r2w2, the total energy in the beam
is f inite. This makes Bessel–Gauss beams10 ex-
perimentally feasible and limits the diffraction-free
propagation to distances L  wg, where g is the
angular half-aperture of the cone of the Bessel beam
a  k sing. A Bessel–Gauss beam with w  5 mm
and a cone angle of 2g  2.5± is nearly nondiffracting0146-9592/01/080530-03$15.00/0for a distance L 25 cm, creating an intense line focus
with a constant diameter of a few micrometers. The
application of such a beam in nonlinear processes of-
fers a number of unique possibilities.11 – 17 Important
advantages of Bessel pump beams over Gaussian ones
are that (i) the scattering products in the far f ield can
be spatially separated from the pump beam and (ii) the
pump beam experiences no self-phase modulation,
owing to the fact that it traverses the long line focus
at an angle, resulting in high-peak-power interaction
length of the order of the line-focus diameter (i.e., a few
micrometers), whereas for the on-axis scattered beam
the interaction length is L. In the case of third-
harmonic generation, the noncollinear phase matching
within the conical beam showed the novel effect of
self-phase matching,11,12 which led to high 1.5%
tripling efficiency. The long interaction length was
responsible for the high third-harmonic yield reported
in Ref. 13. Stimulated Raman scattering has been
investigated as well,14 – 17 and higher-order Stokes and
anti-Stokes components have been observed on axis
and on cones of different apex angles.
In this Letter we present experimental results on the
properties of SBS pumped with a Bessel beam. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A frequency-
doubled, Q-switched, injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser
(Quanta Ray GCR-330) provides Fourier-transform-
limited pulses of 6-ns duration at 532 nm. A Gauss-
ian beam of 10-mm diameter passing through a
Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup: PBS, polar-
ization beam splitter; QWP, quarter-wave plate; A, 2.5±
quartz axicon; CCD, CCD camera for beam-profile record-
ing; F’s, bare-tip single-mode fibers. A double fiber-input
monochromator is used for frequency measurements.© 2001 Optical Society of America
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of 175± is converted into a nearly Bessel–Gauss
beam of w  5 mm and g  1.25±. The entire re-
gion of diffraction-free propagation is covered by a
30-cm Brillouin cell filled with distilled and filtered
(200-nm particle-size) water. In our experiment
water was preferentially used because of its moderate
Brillouin gain, gB  0.0048 cmMW, low phonon
lifetime, t  300 ps, relatively large Brillouin shift,
VB  7.4 GHz (Ref. 18), and low Raman gain. The
backscattered beam is extracted by its polarization.
The beam profiles of both the forward- and back-
ward-scattered beams are recorded by a CCD camera.
Light from localized regions within both the forward-
and the backward-scattered beams is extracted by
bare-tip single-mode fibers and transported into a
grating monochromator equipped with a CCD camera
at the exit for spectral analysis. Multimode fibers are
used to send light to a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu
G4176, 100 ps) read by a fast digitizing oscilloscope
(Tektronix TD680B 1 GHz, 5 Gsamples) for pulse-
duration measurements.
First, the phase-conjugation property of the Stokes
signal was investigated. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
the backscattered beam has a ring shape, unlike
the Gaussian pump beam, the ref lection of which
is placed on the right-hand side of the SBS beam.
No phase conjugation was observed just above the
SBS threshold. This result can be explained in the
following way: Owing to the noncollinear phase
matching in the Brillouin cell, a backscattered signal
is generated on axis, and hence a strong Gaussian-
like backward-scattered Stokes beam is created and,
after it passes through the axicon again, is trans-
formed into a Bessel–Gauss beam, which in the far
field has a ring shape [Fig. 2(a)] and divergence
of 10 mrad. This value is somewhat less than
the pump-beam divergence of 17 mrad [Fig. 2(c)],
owing to the intrinsic initial divergence of the SBS
beam emerging from the narrow line focus in the
cell. After the pump-pulse energy is increased, the
backward-propagating first Stokes reaches threshold
for second-order Stokes generation in the forward
direction—a highly directional Gaussian-like beam
seen in the center of Fig. 2(d). The spectrum of the
forward on-axis beam is shown in Fig. 3(a), in which a
single line, shifted by 22VB from the laser frequency
vL, can be seen. A further increase of the input pulse
energy leads to its reaching a third threshold when
the second-order Stokes pulse owing to its extended
propagation distance in the line focus can generate a
third-order Stokes pulse in the backward direction.
A spectrum of the backscattered beam is shown in
Fig. 3(b), in which the presence of two frequencies,
vL 2 VB and vL 2 3VB , is evident. To visualize
better the position of the odd-order Stokes frequencies
we focused the backscattered beam, containing the
first- and third-order Stokes, into the single-mode
fiber that was used as input for the monochromator.
Owing to forward four-wave mixing in the fiber,2
many equidistant frequencies, separated by 2VB ,
are generated, forming the frequency ruler shown in
Fig. 3(c).When the pump-pulse energy is increased, the
backscattered output beam changes its intensity dis-
tribution, which features an intense central maximum
surrounded by a halo [Fig. 2(b)], again far from phase
conjugation compared with the input beam. When
the peak intensity is increased, not only the central
lobe but also the adjacent secondary rings reach SBS
threshold in the collinear phase-matching geometry,
thus providing conditions for better phase conjugation.
This effect was more clearly observed when the ring
beam created by the axicon was sharply focused into
the Brillouin cell. The line focus in that case was
very short (equal to the Rayleigh range of the envelope
Gaussian beam); thus none of the higher-order inter-
actions described above could take place. The output
SBS beam observed was phase conjugated to the input
beam. In this study, however, we are interested in
SBS with diffraction-free beams, whereas the latter
case, although it leads to improved phase conjugation,
is that of a Gauss-dominated Bessel–Gauss beam,
Fig. 2. Far-field images of the output beams: (a) back-
ward SBS at low peak power above the threshold (no phase
conjugation), (b) backward SBS at high energy in the pulse,
(c) pump beam, (d) pump beam (ring) and a second SBS
(central spot) after the second threshold.
Fig. 3. Spectra recorded by the grating monochroma-
tor: (a) central spot in the forward direction, where
the second Stokes frequency is visible, (b) backward-
scattered beam with third and f irst Stokes frequencies,
(c) four-wave mixing inside the fiber used as a ruler for
the relative frequency measurements. The line labeled
cal. is a reference frequency.
532 OPTICS LETTERS / Vol. 26, No. 8 / April 15, 2001Fig. 4. Typical temporal pulse shapes: (a) backward-
scattered pulse, (b) forward-scattered second Stokes,
(c) pulse shape in the forward ring. In (c) the outer
part of the ring (solid curve) is affected by the stimulated
scattering, whereas the inner part (dashed curve) is not
affected by the interaction.
which is similar to most experimental realizations
of phase conjugation with phase-distorted Gaussian
beams.
Temporal profile measurements of typical pulses
recorded in backward [Fig. 4(a)] and forward
[Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)] direction reveal similarities
with SBS in optical fibers. In Figs. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b)
regular subpulses can clearly be seen, separated by
1.3 ns, which is exactly the line-focus length L in
the Brillouin cell. The formation of the substructure
can be considered an onset of Brillouin mode locking,
analogous to the same effect observed in optical
fibers.3 The advantage of using a Bessel beam in a
bulk medium is, however, that high-energy pulses can
be studied without self-phase modulation or optical
damage in a gain-guided geometry.16 In Fig. 4(c) the
pulse shapes recorded in the inner (dashed curve) and
the outer (solid curve) parts of the forward ring are
shown. The inner part of the ring, which is an image
of the wings of the Gaussian pump beam, does not
reach SBS threshold (owing to its low intensity), and
therefore the pulse shape reproduces the pump pulse
exactly. The outer part of the ring is an image of
the central part of the pump beam and is therefore
affected by the interaction—the sharp cutoff that
was observed ref lects the onset of the SBS process.
In contrast to SBS with Gaussian beams, in which
practically all the pump energy is transferred into
the backward Stokes beam, in our case, owing to the
second-order Stokes generation, the forward output
efficiency remains high.
In conclusion, we have investigated the spatial,
spectral, and temporal properties of the processof stimulated Brillouin scattering pumped by a
Bessel–Gauss beam. The poor phase-conjugation
fidelity of the backscattered signal is attributed to the
noncollinear nature of the scattering process, involving
a conical beam. The extended 30-cm interaction
region, along the diffraction-free propagation of the
pump beam, offers a unique possibility to observe
higher-order SBS, which in the case of a focused
Gaussian beam cannot be done in pure form. Stokes
orders as high as the third were recorded.
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